
Game People Play

1 Developer Name(s) DAN ZAMFIR

2 Game Name EDU PUZZLE

3 Educational aim(s) EVALUATION TOOL IN A FORMAL EDUCATION BUT ALSO FOR ERASMUS
COURSES

4 Target group Students/ participants in the course or work shop

5 Game Description The game is related with a movie previously created about the project.
The participants have to have a device.
The participants should acces a link automatically created by Edpuzzle.
The participants are watching a clip on a specific topic.
The participants have to answer several question during the game.
The player with that achieve the most points in the shortest time WIN.

6 Duration (time)
gameplay takes

10 min

7 Number of Players all people from the group

8 Game
Objectives/Tasks

evaluation of participants in a specific topic or in a curriculum

9 Rules/ Instructions BEFORE THE GAME:
select photos or clips about the topic/ the course.
use movie maker or some other video creation tool
prepare questions related to the objectives ( I wanted to evaluate the
knowledge about the topic of the course + about the intercultural evening +
the region + games discovered in GPP 1+2.
A messenger app.
A video projector and a laptop for live mode.
*** you may use also the game as an assign, in this way you will not need the
video projector.
DURING THE GAME
Ask participants to open their devices
I uploaded the group to link of the game
Using the laptop you start the video. During the video some pauses will
appear because of questions. You have to wait for the participants to answer
and after that to play the video again.
you may read the questions loudly.

AFTER THE GAME
Because there are two types of questions the AI will evaluate you only the
one with close answers .
For the open ended questions you should check the answers and grade them
or offer feedback

10 Resources &
materials (hand-outs)

I uploaded in the drive the movie of the game .
- Edpuzzle.com
- a movie created by the moderator using clips/ pictures related with

the topic
- pictures

11 Tips and comments The game is a tool for evaluation.
You need minimal skills for movie making.



Don t go tooo far with the questions.
The questions must be related with the previous section of the clip.
For the open ended questions offer more answer time.
Combine the evaluation of the hard skills with funny moments.
Don t be afraid to make the participants smile.
THANK YOU for offering me the freedom for testing!

12 Visuals/Photos I don't have photos from the activity but I uploaded the feedback sentences
of the participants.


